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StandCraftedTM Presents Progressive  
Wall-mounted Standing Desk Lineup at NeoCon East 2016 

 
November 3, 2016 – StandCrafted is a Washington DC small business focused on creating wall-mounted 
standing desks that enhance modern designs within business interiors, influence proper ergometry, and 
leverage environmentally conscientious materials.  
 
StandCrafted desks present new options in a furniture market saturated with tabletop and self-supporting 
standing desks. Businesses have a new way to improve real estate efficiencies in space-challenged 
environments where an average StandCrafted desk takes up only 10 square feet of space. Architects can also 
choose to leverage StandCrafted desks in creative new ways, especially in areas that are often under-utilized. 
StandCrafted desks may often be used in high-traffic common spaces, coffee shops, coworking businesses, 
collaborative open offices, privacy nooks, medical consult rooms, executive offices (accompanying traditional 
desks), conference rooms, point of sale areas, kiosks, libraries, data centers, and warehouse / industrial 
facilities. 
 
Combining elegance and ergonomics, all desk are built upon the StandCrafted Spine, a floating core that 
mounts to surfaces including drywall, masonry, and even thick glass. The Spine comes in 46”, 30”, and 14” 
sizes to support diverse functional requirements. Each Spine features a unique rear facing cable management 
conduit to encourage an organized, clutter-free workspace. The Spine also allows for a variety of modules to 
move freely along the vertical axis and slide securely and quickly into place. Modules include: 

• VESA-compatible monitor module 
• Small table mount 
• Keyboard/mouse/trackpad mount 
• Laptop tray 
• Drafting Table for a tablet or laptop 
• Coat / Purse / Bag Hanger 

 
StandCrafted’s current production line is sourced from sustainable bamboo and recyclable high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE) plastic (multiple color options available). Both materials maintain LEED credit 
specifications. Additionally, StandCrafted maintains a flexible manufacturing environment allowing diverse 
material options to compliment many interior design preferences. 
 
StandCrafted offers preconfigured packages combining spines with varied modules that are suited for diverse 
environments. StandCrafted is also open to supporting custom orders for customers with unique functional 
needs and materials. Stop by Booth 1427 at NeoConEast 2016 in Philadelphia, PA November 9-10 to learn 
more!  
 
For Additional Information and Press Photos, Contact the StandCrafted Team: 
 
Jamie Ter Beest, Founder, jamie@standcrafted.com, 443.507.8263 
Jeet Shah, General Manager, jeet@standcrafted.com, 443.507.8263 
Website: https://www.standcrafted.com 
Press: https://www.StandCrafted.com/press or press@standcrafted.com 



 

 


